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Act 1- Test of Freedom

Chapter 1- Magenhild Keep

The eyes are closed, emptiness is what I see, and the darkness surrounds me. I suddenly hear voices, a horse

riding, the cracking wood of a carriage, the wooden wheels hitting the rocks, my body feels so light, that I

feel like I’m flying, and dropping down at the same time. The time has come to wake up after a long sleep,

even though I have no clue where I am, what happened to me, and how I managed to be on that carriage.

The time has come to bring light to the eyes, but I can hear I’m not alone; I shall wait for the right moment,

when the voices will be clearer, I think I’m starting to understand what they are saying.

“Hey you, stranger, still sleeping?” A voice of a man coming towards me, he was speaking to me, but I didn’t

respond, or opened my eyes just yet.

“Can’t you see, his eyes are still closed, he was like this the whole journey, why would you think something

has changed, besides, why do you even care? It’s not like you’re going to be friends, we are going to be

executed soon, judging by the road, it leads to the keep where they drain convicts powers.” It was a voice

of a woman, convicts…so that’s what we are? That’s who I’m traveling with, and execution? What have I

gotten myself into, well let’s keep listening.

“You mean the Magenhild?”

“Yes…” A different male voice responded, in an indifferent voice, he was calm about this, like he either

accepted the fact he was going to die or he has something else in mind.

“Well don’t give up just yet, when they drain our powers they are vulnerable, they can’t stop the progress

until it’s done, so we can strike the guards when it happens, besides …” The first male started to whisper.

Missing the most important part, that’s a shame, well better keep listening, maybe I could be involved in the

plan, and I don’t plan to be executed just yet.

“Oh, that’s what I like to hear, just say the word, and we’re with you.” The female responded to the plan, I

wonder what the whispering was about.

They stopped talking for a few minutes; I guess there is no reason to pretend to be sleeping, I shall open my

eyes. I was sitting on the left corner of the carriage, in front of me was sitting a male, dark skin like

moonless night, short hair, and very muscular, he was the one who was calling me while I was pretending to

sleep.

Next to him, there was the female, white skin, clean face, thin with a small build body, long brown hair, and

addicting smile.

The third man who was sitting next to me has dark hair, but shorter than usual, like military style. A well

build body, short hair, wide shoulders, with a subtle. He had an indifferent face, which fits to his indifferent

voice.

“Oh look who has woken up, had a good sleep during the road? Too bad it’s going to be the last one.” Says

the dark man, with a smug on his face.

“Where are we? What is going on?” I asked, acting clueless to the current situation.

“Well, first of all you’re in a caravan, going into Magenhild keep, where you’re going to be executed just as

we are, but at least you had one good sleep, what is your name anyway stranger – you’re not one of us

that’s for sure, and you’re not from Zaurac, how did you end up here with us anyway?”



My mind feels so empty, no memory of anything, I can’t remember my name, where I came from, so many

questions about myself that I can’t even answer, mean I have to start over, a new beginning.

“Wish I could tell you, but I remember nothing, where I came from, who I am, nothing… it is like everything

was wiped out.”

The dark man starts laughing. “How convenient, there is always that one man who doesn’t remember

anything. Oh forget it…nice tattoo on your hand by the way, by the looks of it; you were either a slave or the

torturer left his mark. But I can’t remember such symbol in our land, which is why I know you are not from

here.” Says the man, while scratching the back of his head.

I looked at my left hand; my palm did have a burn with a symbol that was very unusual. It starts from the

ring finger as a circle and continues as a string to the end of the palm. On the palm there are symbols that

cannot be described, as if it is a letter or a word….but I can’t figure it out. I don’t feel the pain, so I assume it

wasn’t made recently.

“My name is Gorack, I used to be a slave trader, and I know everything about marks that we leave in our

land, look at my shoulder.” He pulls the ragged cloth of his shoulder to show me his tattoo. The drawing

looks like a tree that its roots reach to his chest.

“Where I come from, this was called ‘Paradise’.”

I nod at him and look at the front of the caravan, there are two guards sitting at the front, one that rides

and one that just sits and looks at us and back at the road every few seconds. I can barely detail their

uniform, just yellow wool made cloth over the chainmail on the body area, the hands and the neck area

were covered in chainmail as well, but without yellow wool. The guard who rides doesn’t wear a helmet

unlike the one beside him who wore a helmet made of steel covering his head, but keeps his face exposed.

I look back at the people who are sitting with me, the female starts smiling for no reason.

“I’m Marian.” Says the female and she starts to giggle.

“I’m a treasure hunter; I go into abandoned temples to find something valuable. You can assume that the

kings’ men didn’t take it kindly.” Says Marian and she start laughing a bit louder.

“You seem to be happy.” I said, curiously due to her laughs and smiles.

“Why shouldn’t I be? I’m not so easy to be killed; besides, they keep the females to last. I still got time.”

Says Marian with a grin on her face.

“Well that’s reassuring.” I said sarcastically.

“What about you? Aren’t you going to introduce yourself?” I asked the third men who sits beside me.

“I’m not your friend.” He responded with indifferent voice.

“Don’t worry about him; he is always like that…serious.” Says Marian right after.

“His name is Arlen, he is my brother.”

“So he is a treasure hunter as well?” I asked leaning forward towards her.

“No, I’m not; I’m a soldier, not a thief.” Responded Arlen, while looking at me.

“I was serving under the kings’ name, as one of his captains. Till some soldiers set me up, framed me, and I

was sentenced to death.” Says Arlen looking at the side with a bit of anger. You could see him biting his

teeth.”

“I’m sorry to hear that.” I responded trying to reach him with my tied hands.

Each one of us had ragged clothes and we were tied with metal shackles.

Arlen looks at me with determined look on his face.

“Listen here, I don’t plan on dying today. We are getting out of here. You are either with us or against us.”

A bit frightened by his look. “It is either this or death, so of course I’m with you.”

“Glad we see eye to eye.”



Arlen leans closer to me so he could whisper to my ear.

“We have a plan to escape, Marian knows how to pick locks so she will stand by us, and will free us every

time someone will be executed, so do not worry…unless they are going to execute us first.”

The helmeted guard at the back of the caravan turns around, looks at us, suspicious of every move we do.

“Hey back there! Stop whispering or I’ll go back to you and cut your mouths out of your rotten face.”

Arlen back off, he is calm as a dead man.

“We are near to the keep, any last questions before we proceed?”

“What can you tell me about Magenhild?”

“It is one of the important areas around the land. The sorceress, or as they like to be called, volunteers,

perform a ritual which drowns our life powers in order to create a magical barrier which will block of the

enemies from being able to enter the area that will be closed. Humans who will pass or are inside the dome

are trapped for their life is now one with the barrier, if they try to leave, they die…in a horrifying way. The

more life power they drown the bigger the barrier gets, which means the land is more protected, yet we all

live in a prison.”

“Are there other places where this barrier already exists?”

“Yes, the capitol of course is already protected, some other cities with a lot of citizens as well. This keep is

an important strategy point, that’s why they decided to create a barrier there as well. Now don’t worry, we

will survive this, just make sure you won’t get selected.”

I nod at him and look back forward; we are approaching the main gates. The gates were already open and

without delays we got inside. Suddenly, another guard is approaching to our carriage. He is wearing the

same uniform as they are, but without a helmet just like the driver. They speak to each other, but I can’t

hear them. He moves to where he came from, and the carriage continues on its journey. We get further

inside, it is a small town where some citizens live. On the further end there is a huge keep which is

separated from the town by a bridge. On that bridge there are several stone columns. The whole town is

surrounded by walls and in order to get to the top of the wall you need to go to the main gate and take the

stairs. It is nearly impossible to climb it without special equipment. On those walls there are some

crossbowmen that are guarding the town and make sure that we won’t do anything stupid. The carriage

stops by one of the town buildings, the helmeted guards get off the carriage, and goes to the back.

“Get you lazy body down here right now, before I’ll beat you to it!”

Everyone is getting up, and I’m right behind them. Marian gets off first, as she sets her foot on the ground

the soldier pushes her of the side and she falls. Arlen is right behind her, as he sees her falls, he gets angry.

“Hey, careful right there you peace of trash!”

The soldier punches him in the belly as he bends over.

“How dare you talk to a royal soldier you bloody convict…here’s a punishment for you…kiss my boot.”

Arlen lifts his head and looks him in the eye as we go off the carriage. We just stand there speechless and

can’t even move a muscle.

“Come on, what are you waiting for? Kiss it!”

Arlen slowly bends to his head to the boot, as he is about to kiss it. The soldier kicks him with that boots on

his face and starts laughing. Arlen falls on the ground, with a bit of a blood on his face.

“Was it so hard?! Who would knew that one of the greatest captains in our land would turn out to be a

traitor and kiss my foot. That’s the greatest day of my life, to watch you die.”



“ENOUGH!” A voice from a different man heard from a building. Come out another soldier. Nothing ordinary

on his outfit looks like the rest of them. He is middle aged, short brown-black hair, slightly muscular, and a

faint scar on the left side of his neck. The soldier suddenly stands still.

“Captain Cheswyck Wyanns, sir, I was not aware you’d participate in this.”

“That’s because people like you don’t use their brains, what did I tell you?!”

“To deliver them unharmed.” The soldier answered, while shaking out of fear.

“And what you do?! That is the last package you’ll ever deliver in your low life serving. Now get out of my

sight!”

“Yes….captain!”

The soldier leaves the area and hops on the carriage and rides off the town through the main gate.

The captain signals some soldiers to come out of the building. A dozen of them come out.

“Listen here boys, this is the last package, and I want you to take them to the ritual area, make sure no harm

is done when that happens. I have other business to attend to. When the volunteer signals you that he is

ready to create the barrier, get the hell out of there. Lieutenant you are in charge of this while I’m gone, if

anything happens it is on your head! Do you understand?!”

“Yes sir!” The lieutenant responded.

The captain looked at him with anger, and he busted out like uncontrolled flame.

“I’m not a sir! I work for a living you MORON!!”

“I’m sorry….captain.” The lieutenant was about to lose it and shit himself.

The captain takes a deep breath and leaves the area.

“Alright boys, you heard the captain, let us take them to the ritual.”

So many guards to escort few convicts…feels strange, or they just can’t take any chances. We continue to

get further into the city after we passed few buildings I see a huge crowd and a stage. The whole crowd

wears the same ragged cloths as we do, which means they are all prisoners like us. Now I understand why

so many guards, the whole crowd is like few dozens of people so it is reasonable why they need so many

guards. On the stage there is one man. He is young, yet bald. He is wearing on leathered skirt that goes till

the ground and the whole upper body is exposed. On the chest there were few tattoos that look like two

strange creatures, in a shape of a demon. On his left arm there was a tattoo on his bicep area looks like

head jewelry. The whole body is well tanned, due to the fact that his body is exposed to the sun with that

outfit. The soldiers put us with the rest of the crowd, but we stayed together in case of their escape plan,

whatever it is. The man on stage was holding a staff that its’ tall was from his shoulder till the floor, on the

top of the staff there was a blue ball. He raises his hands with it his staff. He is about to give us a speech.

“Prisoners of the realm, you were sentenced to give the country one last use. Your souls, as you already

know, our souls contain magical powers. Some decide to evolve its true potential, and some keep it as it is. I

unlike you have evolved my powers and was given such task to perform a ritual in order to create a barrier

around this city protecting it from our enemies. You can accept your fate in peace, and I will ensure you this

will be as painless as possible…but if you’ll choose to resist, the process will be slow and painful….”

He continues with his speech while Arlen leans to me in order to whisper.

“I grabbed the keys from the soldier who made me kiss his boot, Melonie will unlock us one by one every

time they execute someone, it is the only way….just hope they won’t pick you. Some of them would

probably try to resist, so it gives us a greater chance. Nod to if you understand.”

I nod but continue looking at the sorcerer to cause less suspicion.

“Without any other unnecessary words, let us begin shall we. Soldiers bring me the first convict on your

list!”



The lieutenant reads a name out loud; one of the convicts at the center of the crowd comes forward and

goes up to the stage.

“Behold, how one of the worst human beings can grant great service to us all, and it all will happen to you.”

The sorcerer put the staff on the ground and starts to mumble words that no one can understand. Suddenly

a green lightning strike comes from his hands into the crystal ball that is on the top of the staff. The crystal

ball shoots a beam of light into the convicts’ chest. He starts screaming for few seconds and he raises his

head up. His life energy fades away into the crystal ball as he becomes more silent. The sight was horrifying.

I looked to the side to see how their escape plan is working out. Marian seems to be successful with

opening her shackles. The convict became silent and falls to the ground as the beam fades away back to the

ball. The sorcerer seems to be disappointed with this convict, and his powers.

“His powers are not enough to even create a barrier over a single house, we need more. Send me the next

convict; let us hope he would be more powerful. Take this body and put it in the pit”

They remove the body and lieutenant comes forward to the crowd. The lieutenant reads the next name;

another man comes from the crowd, this time from the first row. He looks younger and more active than

the previous one. He is approached by the soldiers who escort him up the stage. Suddenly he pushes one of

the soldiers of the stage and grabs a sword from the belt that is on the other soldier beside him. He stabs

the soldier in the chest and rushes to the sorcerer in order to strike. The mage grabs the stuff and hits the

floor once while the convict runs towards him. Suddenly a wave is seen on the ground and when it reaches

to the convict. He turned into stone. The mage made it out of there without a scratch and this convict

seems to be a lifeless stone standing there.

“What a shame…his soul now will never reach the world beyond and shall serve no purpose for it is stuck in

this vessel for eternity. Even if it breaks, it won’t change anything.”

He strikes the sculpture with his staff and breaks it to many pieces.

“I don’t want such fate to fall on anyone of you, it is better to be a part of something greater…because I

deny your ability to reach the world beyond. Lieutenant, try to be better on your guard next time, and not

let any of these convicts change their fate.”

The lieutenant nods at the sorcerer and looks at the crowd, and is ready to read up the next name. I look at

the others. Marian seems to manage to release Gorack. It is only me and Arlen who remained to be release

and try to escape, it requires a distraction though….but what kind of distraction?

“From caravan number 6 I call Arlen Macden.” The lieutenant called.

I looked at Arlen, he is frozen…unable to move. The soldiers started to approach him slowly, there’s nothing

that someone could do. But him being separated from his family, from his sister, that’s cruel.

I can’t let this happen; they tried so hard to stay together.

“Take me instead!” I yelled at the sorcerer. “What difference does it make? Me or him, take me, I’m ready

to accept my fate and be part of this.”

The Sorcerer looks at me with a suspicious look; he thinks to himself what he should do.

“Very well, bring me this one. You have the will to sacrifice yourself for others. You sure have more power

than them, who knows maybe you the only one I need for this ritual.”

As the soldiers are approaching me instead, Arlen looks at me with unexplained look.

“What are you doing?” Arlen asks me, as the soldiers grab my hands from both sides.

“I’m making sure you’ll be able to live another minute…for your sister, you need each other more than you

need me.” I responded while I approach the stage. I turned my back to Arlen, he still seems to be shocked

by my action, but it grants him the chance to escape. Because I’m nobody, I don’t remember who I am, or

who I was. They have better chance of survival in this land more than I do, because they have each other.



“You are the first one to actually volunteer to this, you could have become one of us if you weren’t a

convict. But with such deed, your soul shall not be wasted.”

Says the volunteer sorcerer as he puts the staff on the stage to prepare for the ritual.

“One thing for sure, you could be far more dangerous if you’d reach the world beyond. At least you chose to

be part of this than become one of them.”

I got curious over this.

“What do you mean one of them?”

“You don’t know?! Oh well, it is better for you not to know, you aren’t going to the world beyond anyway.”

“Wait a second!” As I say this and take a step forward he already mumbled his spell and lighting strikes the

balls. Everything is so bright when you are so close to it. A beam is shot towards me…the pain was

incredible, I barely could stand. I did not scream unlike the others. Suddenly I felt released, painless, but it is

different than death. My left hand starts to glow. The mark on my hand, that tattoo. It starts to glow in a

violet color. I look at the sorcerer; he seems to be terrified by my look. I just stand there, without the ability

to move, yet there’s a storm around us, caused by this anomaly. The crystal ball starts to glow red as blood.

“I can’t stop the progress till he is dead, but he won’t die, his powers, are beyond imagination. The crystal

ball is going to explode!” The sorcerer yells with fear.

The crystal ball explodes just as predicted…with it a huge wave goes around the town. The land started to

shake, and everything starts to collapse. The wave knocked out every human down, but the volunteer…he

turned into bones and ash due to the fact that the explosion happened in front of him. I was knocked

backwards as well. It all blacked out in that moment. Everything is blurry I see building, columns start to fall.

Even the mighty keep has its walls broken. I try to get up, but my body feels heavy. I look at the people they

started to fight soldiers, a riot was started due to my action. What did I just do anyway?! I didn’t know that

was even possible. I guess that’s the distraction that they needed to escape, I hope they are alright.

“Get up, you fool!” Says Arlen, while he helps me up.

“I can never thank you enough for what you did, but this…this is more than imaginable, let me get these

shackles off.” Arlen inserts the keys to the shackles and releases me.

“Come on, we need to get out of here, through the gates!”

“What about Gorack and Marian?”

“They grabbed some weapons for us, we will meet them on our way, let us not waste any more time. Follow

me quickly!”

We started running, fighting is all around us. Blood, bodies, despair…the sight is horrible, but it is not the

right time to grieve over the dead, it is better to stay focused and alive.

We reached to the house where the carriage stopped us in the first place, Gorack and Marian go out of

there with axe, couple of swords and knives.

“Good, you managed to find something.” Arlen says with joy.

“Yeah it was the smithy, I’ll take the axe. Arlen, take the swords…Marian you wield what you wield best,

daggers…but in this case you’ll have to settle with knives.” Says Gorack while stretching his neck.

“No worries, I can manage with that…but what about you? Can you handle a sword?” Marian asks me as she

puts the dagger in her pants.

“I can try, better than nothing.” I said being unsecure about this.

“Whatever you did there, was amazing…but we got their attention, and we should leave before they will

come.”

“What, the soldiers? They are busy with the riot and the escaped convicts.” I said with confidence

“I was not talking about the soldiers.” Arlen responds



“Then…about who were you talking about.” I said with curiosity.

“There’s no time to explain, come on we have to go. Hold on… your tattoo… it has changed.” Arlen points

this out as he points his finger at my hand.

I look at the tattoo, it became bigger and more symbols were added and spread further on the hand, like a

disease.

“Strange…someone should check this out.” I say as I rotate my hand around.

“Only the volunteers can help you, but if they’ll know you are the one who killed one of them. They won’t

take it kindly, it is better to thing to become quite at first. We can all think about it when we are out of

here…so let us just escape to the gates.”

We exit the house and run to the main gate the road seems to be clear and no sign of resistance. I stayed

behind them all. Arlen was the first in the group who is in a rush out of here. As we are about to approach

the main gate, the land began to shake again and the walls started to collapse, watchtowers and the gates.

Everyone began rushing to the gates, but I notice a column is collapsing the gates themselves. There is a

chance that Gorack and Arlen will get through, but Marian and I won’t be able to make it on time and would

get crashed by it. I’m just behind Marian as the column almost reaches the ground; I could see them

crossing the gates safely. I grab Marian by her belly and pull her backwards. Due to that action I fall over her

and cover her body with mine over, protecting her from the crushing stones and the flying rubbles.



Chapter 2: Another Way Out

The feeling of her body is worm, quite unusual, haven’t felt something like that before. She starts laughing

as the rubbles stopped flying around.

“Alright, you can let go of me now.” Says Marian while laughing.

As awkward as it seems to be, I got of her and didn’t show any unnecessary emotion.

“We were disconnected, how we get out of here now?” I ask desperately

“Well there’s no option to climb the rubble or the broken walls. The walls seem to be too high even though

it is broken, and the rubble doesn’t give us the access we need in order to escape; besides the crossbowmen

aren’t giving us a chance either.”

“Is there any other way out?”

“Keeps would have a secret exit to outside of the gates. That’s our way out of here, through the keep.”

“Alright, lead the way then.”

We head to the bridge that separates us from the keep. The stone columns have fallen it was easier to

sneak in hiding behind each fallen column. The soldiers don’t bother with us, for we show no resistance or

fight back, even though we are trying to escape. We reach the end of the bridge. Marian tries to open the

main doors, but with no success.

“Damn, the doors are locked. We need another way inside.”

“When the land was shaking, I noticed that some of the walls fell down. Maybe we can climb up from

there.”

“Good idea, we can try that.”

Suddenly I hear the lieutenant yell to his men.

“FALL BACK! PROTECT THE KEEP!”

“We got to hurry, before they’ll see us.”

“HOLD FORMATION, DO NOT LET THEM BREAK YOU!” The lieutenant keeps yelling at his boys as they slowly

advance to the keep.

Marian nods at me and we go around the keep from the right side. It wasn’t that far, we reach the broken

wall, but it is high for one person to reach.

“Marian, think you can manage get up there with my help?”

“Sure, just lift me up, and let me stand on your shoulders.”

I go on my knees so it would be easier for her to go on me. She puts her both feet on my shoulders and I lift

my body up, while holding her hands so she wouldn’t fall off. I stand still with both of my hands lift up

holding her hands, so she would stand still as well.

“So? Is it possible?”

“Yeah, just let go of my hands, I’ll hold the wall and get up there.”

I let go of her hands and she suddenly steps over my head and grabs the hole on the wall.

“I got it!”

She pulls her body up into the hole. She gets in and disappears for few moments.

“Marian? Is everything alright over there?”

She pulls her head out. “Everything is fine, was just checking a way for you to enter….you’ll have to find

another way in, I’m sorry.”

“Well, the main entrance is no good.”



“Maybe there’s another hole in the walls so you could enter.”

Suddenly a shady man behind Marian sneaks behind and grabs her.

“MARIAN!”

I need to find a way in. Now that I think about it, where are all the citizens in this town? Maybe they are all

inside that keep. The land begins to shake again, and a whole tower falls down, with it opening a path for

me to enter, just over the rubble. Luckily I managed to stay in a safe distance from the falling tower, for it

was on the back of the keep. I run over there quickly and climb the fallen tower into the opened path. I get

inside the keep; the area seems to be quite. I’m on the upper level of the keep, and I know Marian is on a

lower than me. But if judging by the time it took me to get up there, the soldiers should be inside already. I

better be careful, and not being seen is my best option. I still have the sword the Gorack managed to get,

just in case, even though I don’t know how to use it properly, but if it means I have to kill some of them in

order to get out of here, I don’t care.

I seem to reach a bed room, some pictures on the walls and fancy rags. The bed itself looks rich, with red

curtains on the top covering the whole bed. The room itself is empty and seems to be abandoned. On the

other side of the room there’s a heavy wooden door that leads to the hallway. I approach the door, and

slowly open it to make sure I’m not seen. The door makes a creek and I stop for a hush second. I don’t hear

anyone around me; I assume it is safe to roam. I open the door till the ability for me to get out. Just as I

assumed everything is clear, the room is in a corner between two paths. Which one leads to the stairs

though, the path on the right or the path on the left? I go to the right side to see if it was correct. I see the

stairs that lead downstairs, apparently it doesn’t matter which path I would take because both of them

would lead to the stairs. Due to the fact it is a squared hallway. I slowly go down the stairs. The stairs are

circled with a red rag on the center of the stairs. When I reach the midway of the stairs I hear two people

talking. I slowly approach closer to the end of the stairs till I’ll be able to see them, and to see if they can see

me. There were two soldiers in uniform handling a crossbow. They are already inside, just as I though,

probably got the doors open, or there were some soldiers inside before the whole riot started, doesn’t

matter, I need to find Marian. But I need them to move away, better to listen to what they got to say first.

“Did we manage to get all the citizens out of the town?”

“Yeah, the secret path in the kitchen sure did its work, mostly women and children. The men stayed to

fight.”

“I’m happy, the more men we got, greater the chance to survive this.”

“This is not an ordinary riot, since the accident with the volunteer, the land started to shake. Some of the

walls have been breached and they come from all sides, so be on your guard.”

“That’s why I’m carrying my lucky crossbow and a dagger just in case they get too close.”

“Right…just be careful. The lieutenant lost his mind already and willing to flee when he sees he cannot win.”

“Bloody coward, no matter, we’ll take him place…and take him out if he decides to run.”

“Damn right you are. Go check with the others, I’ll stay here, something feels a bit strange.”

“Alright I’ll be on my way.”

The guard on the right went forward and the guard on the left was standing still, and looked at him leave

the hallway. I think Marian should be one more level lower than me. So close, I can go around the guard it is

also a squared hallway as well, but maybe there are other guards on the other hallway. It is better to take

him out, and will make sure they are less defensive. I approach slowly to the corner of the crossing hallways.

I look at the guard, his back is facing me. I need to make this as silent as possible, but how? I don’t know to

use the sword properly, but I assume a clean thrust to his heart would do the work…and of course shutting

his mouth in case he’ll decide to scream. I hold the sword with my right hand, as I’m about to bring the
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